
#48- The Teenagers’ Declaration of 

Independence  

 This document was created to show how teenagers are treated unfairly, and how 
people place teenagers in a category of mistrust and irresponsibility. We should be 
given the right to have independence in order  to choose what we want in school. The 
school assumes because 20% of us are irresponsible that everyone is, that’s not who 
we ALL are.  They assume that we are all childish and irresponsible and they stop 
trusting us with decisions. Teens should be able to make their own decisions about their 
life, especially in school. We are putting this document together to declare our 
independence from every adult that has  discriminated against us because we are 
teenagers.  
  
Teenagers should have the right to make their own decisions just like adults. They think 
because we are younger that we can’t handle the responsibility but we can. Teenagers 
should obtain the right to make their own decisions in school about choosing classes, 
not getting detentions everytime someone misses school or get a tardy, grades on 
homework,  having a block schedule, not to be judged on GPA, and lastly deciding 
when they could have a  mental break from school.  Teenagers should have the right to 
make their own life when it comes down to school. School is here to help us but it's 
been about adults making decisions for us. They  choose our classes. They give us 
detentions. They grade are homework. They won't let us leave. They won't let us 
socialize. These are our rights, we want to be heard and taken seriously because we 
are as important as anyone else.  
 
The school is choosing our classes and requirements because they think we need 
them, but we don't. We should have the right to choose our own classes. We are the 
ones going to school to learn right? So why can't we make our own decision about what 
we're going to do?  We are the ones working so hard to accomplish something in life 
and make a name for ourselves.  Having required classes makes us not have room for 
the classes we actually need in our life. Having phy ed document process as a 
requirement is not helpful in any way. How is that going to help anybody in life? I want 
to be a veterinarian , so how is phy ed going to help me get a degree to work with 
helpless animals? It's not; phy ed classes are worthless. They’re just there to fill 
students schedule and it’s ridiculous. They make us take these classes when we should 
be the one deciding them. This is our life. This is our education. It is not theirs. We 
should be the ones deciding whether or not we want to take phy ed.  



 
 
  Every once in awhile people miss school because they get sick or hurt, but getting a 
detention everytime you miss really is depressing and hard. They give us detentions 
everytime we miss school without a “real” excuse or when we’re tardy for class. School 
is already hard enough with trying to pass seven classes, but having the weight of being 
late to class can ruin the perfect record of no detentions makes school even harder. We 
should have the right to have time to get to classes. Having five minutes to get through 
the crowd go to the lockers, get our supplies, use restroom and then class is not enough 
time. How are we able to get through the crowd and accomplish task on hand   and 
everything with using the restroom and without being late to class? We are going to be 
late because we are human, but having a detention for it is not right. We struggle every 
day in order to order to become who we want to be. Having detentions and tardies is not 
who we want to be. Everyone is human. Everyone makes mistakes. Everyone is late 
once in a while. Why be punished for being human? 
 
On the top of all the stress with school, they grade our homework. Homework is made 
for mistakes and  they give it to us to practice so it helps us. They grade it so when we 
don't get questions right we get a F and it brings down our grade. Homework is made 
for mistakes so you can be ready for the test, but having it graded makes you feel like 
your pressured to have it right. Because of this teenagers cheat so there grade wont go 
down, which makes them not ready for the test. Homework is suppose to help us but 
because of the system set up it has made it frustrating  and uneasy.  
 
Classes are hard, but having seven classes everyday with test homework and quizzes it 
has made it even harder.  Teenaagers should have the right to have a block schedule in 
school. A block schedule is four classes a day for one semester. you would then have 
your other four classes second semester. This would help the curriculum by having 
large amounts of time in class to do homework and ask questions, along with but also 
allowing teachers to go over more units because your in class for two hours. Having a 
block schedule would also take the stress of studying for five tests on the same day 
when it comes to exams. Teenagers would be relieved and not be so angry and 
stressed all the time.  
 
Everyday students are judged on GPA averages. That is not right , not everyone can 
take tests and have a perfect grades. Why? Because no one is perfect; we are human. 
Everyday we teenagers get judged on GPA averages because that’s what the school 
does. They judge for valedictorian, honor cards and classes. Why do they judge us ? 
Students can be very intelligent, but your GPA will not show it and everyone will think 



your incompetent to be in a certain class.  It is ridiculous to be judged. To be 
underestimated. To be misunderstood. Your GPA should not determine if students can 
apply for honor cards or to do sports. This is your education, so why are other people 
determining if you can or can't hand sports or anything else? 
 
Every once in a while people break down because they are overly stressed, therefore 
they take off work. They take off because they feel incapable of doing their  job and they 
decide they should work on themselves. Teenagers get the same way, maybe worse, 
because what we do now depends on what we do in the future. Everyday teenagers 
struggle with sports, clubs, grades, theater, and jobs. Everyday we do this and it's 
stressful, but not to get a mental free break so we can come back and actually 
accomplish something. Over 50% of teenagers are stressed during the school year and 
become mentally exhausted. We all been mentally exhausted before it’s drains all the 
energy, your not a fun person to be around. We work so hard to accomplish something 
and to do that we need to mentally stable. Teenagers are struggling everyday to 
accomplish something. We are the future if you want us to be better then let us decide if 
were mentally exhausted.  
 
We , the teenagers of Spring Valley want our rights to be met. We work hard everyday 
to have a better future for the next generation.  School is important to us and our future, 
we do not want it in the hands of other people. We want the rights to make our own 
decisions in school and not have rely on someone else to determine our future . We 
want the future to be in our hand because it our future not the adults or the schools. It's 
our own and we plan on using these rights to improve. With these rights we vow not 
only to benefit and improve from them but to succeed from them. We the teanagers of 
Spring Valley pledge our lives, honor and education.  


